
OVERVIEW
In the recent years, growth and development of the global chemical industry has been staggering. The 

rate of innovation as well as discovery in the world of chemical industry has exceeded the predictions 

and expectations of many experts. In order to avoid unwanted casualties concerning safety, health, 

and environment, governing legislators are obligated to update and improve regulations in regards 

to chemical products manufacture and trade to ensure a greener and safer environment. A grasp of 

information to these updates would be crucial to ensure chemical companies in Malaysia to be well-

prepared at an encounter of the chemical regulatory walls. On the 24th of March 2015, REACH24H 

proudly presents a one day seminar dedicated to deliver the latest global regulatory progresses, 

insightful expert opinions and cutting-edge solutions to these rising barriers. The one day event would 

cover everything from the recently published new chemical registration procedures in South Korea 

and Taiwan, to GHS implementation in major countries in Asia and Europe.
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EVENT TOPICS

I. Introduction of Korean REACH
The Act on Registration and Evaluation of Chemicals of Korea (K-REACH) was published on the 22nd of May 

2013 and has just been recently implemented as of 1st of January 2015. It is regarded as the first REACH-style 

chemical regulation adopted in an Asian country. K-REACH manages new chemical substances, existing chemical 

substances and downstream products by prescribing the requirements for registration, hazard evaluation and risk 

assessment. Topic to be discussed in this section would include the introduction of the legislation background, 

the obligations, comparison of the regulation with EU-REACH, and case studies on how the regulation would 

impact various industries.

 

II. Management on New & Existing Chemical Substance Registration under Taiwan 
TCSCA/OSHA
Taiwan Toxic Chemical Substances Control Act (TCSCA) was first issued in November 1986. The latest amendment 

of TCSCA was published on December 11, 2013 by the Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) and had 

come into force as of December 11, 2014. It is of great significance that the idea of the new and existing chemical 

substances management substances was brought into the revised TCSCA. In addition, Taiwan has made good 

progress establishing its chemical substance inventory and taking a stepwise approach towards effectively 

implementing a risk-based chemicals management system. Topics that would be covered in this section would 

include a brief introduction of the legislation, procedures towards compliance, its comparison with EU-REACH, 

and case studies on how the regulation would impact various industries.

III. GHS implementation in main Asia Pacific countries
The final “Globally Harmonized System (GHS) for classification and labelling” standard was created at the 1992 

Rio Conference on Environment and Development. The GHS was designed to replace all the diverse classification 

systems and present one universal standard which all countries should follow (however, the GHS is not 

compulsory under UN law). Over the years countries all over the world had update their own classification and 

labelling standard to match and follow the GHS to improve safe and health in work environment. This includes 

major countries in the Asia Pacific region. In this section, the implementation of GHS and different rules of SDS 

and Labelling in various countries in Asia i.e. Singapore, Malaysia, Japan, Philippines, Thailand and etc. would be 

discussed. 

IV. Brief Introduction on Significant Regulations in Southeast Asia Countries
As one of the most critical trading region in the world, the implementation of various regulations encompassing 

the world of chemical substance production and trade in the region is indeed a smart and crucial move by the 

governing officials in each country of the region. An understanding of the diverse regulations in the area would 

be beneficial for chemical companies to enhance their market opportunity in Southeast Asia. Three of the most 

recent updated regulation would be discussed in this section, i.e. “The Law Environmental Protection of People’s 

Republic of Vietnam”, “Hazardous Substance Control Act (Thailand)” and new chemical substance notification 

regulation details would be covered in this section.



V. Details of China GHS Implementation and Hazardous Chemicals Registration
China’s adoption of UN GHS (global harmonized system) can be traced back all the way to the early 90s. Over 

the years, the GHS system in China has grown significantly encompassing a number of Orders, Measures and 

Standards released by different government sectors. On the other hand, Order 53 is the latest regulation released 

by State Administration of Work Safety (SAWS) to enhance control on hazardous chemicals in China. It is a key 

regulation in China that takes special concern on hazardous chemical’s production, import/export, use, storage, 

transport and waste disposal. Topics to be discussed in this section would include the introduction of regulatory 

framework of hazardous chemical administration and GHS regulation updates in China.

VI. Compliance Strategies on China New Chemical Substances Notification
China New Chemical Substance Notification (China REACH) was released by the Ministry of Environmental 

Protection (MEP), aimed to supervise the production, import/export, use, storage, transport and environmental 

impact of all new chemicals in China. The regulation came into force in 2010 and had been revised several times 

to fulfill the needs for a better control over new chemical substances in China. In this section, topics including 

regulation background, notification procedure, post obligations case study, and etc. would be covered.

EXPECTED AUDIENCE 

The following groups of attendees are to be expected in the seminar. Attendance of the seminar is guaranteed 

with a boost on their understanding and knowledge on the updated versions of chemical regulations worldwide 

which in turn will help them enhance the global market opportunities of their respective company.

1. EHS 
       professionals directly involved in practice of regulatory compliance in China, EU, Korea, Taiwan, and etc.

2. Decision-makers 
       for their companies’ regulatory strategy in China, EU, Korea, Taiwan, and etc.

3. Companies’ specialist 
      responsible to ensure regulatory compliance on whole supply chain

4. Business developer 
       who seek chemical market business opportunities in China, EU, Korea, Taiwan, and etc.



SPEAKERS

Ms. Joyce Chen

Ms. Bella Zheng

Mr. Jerrson Wei

Ms. Joyce Chen has been a part of REACH24H Consulting Group ever 

since completing her degree in bio-system engineering from one of the 

most prestigious university in China, Zhejiang University. She is now a core 

member of the technical team focusing on the chemical regulations in the 

Asia Pacific region, in particular China’s new chemical substance notification, 

Taiwan TCSCA and Taiwan new and existing chemical registration. In the past 

two years, she has successfully managed more than 50 compliance projects 

covering all notification types in China new chemical substance notification.

Ms. Bella Zheng obtained her MSc in Chemistry degree from Braunschweig 

University of Technology, one of the leading science and technology 

university in Germany. She was a part and one of the most influential 

members of GCCCD (Society of Chinese chemists and chemical engineers 

in Germany). Ms. Zheng is a professionally trained speaker, and has been 

invited to deliver speeches in various events hosted by various chemical 

organizations. Her background and years of experience in the chemical 

industry had made her an expert in various areas of chemistry, including 

chemical regulations worldwide in particular GHS regulatory compliance in 

China.

Mr. Jerrison Wei is a senior consultant in REACH24H Consulting Group for 

various chemical regulatory affairs worldwide i.e. EU REACH, China new 

chemical substance notification, K-REACH and etc. Thanks to the project 

management experience in the past two and half years, Mr. Wei has gathered 

extensive experience in EU, China and Korea regulatory compliance practices 

and is professional in helping international companies in solving chemical 

regulatory problems they have.



SPEAKERS

Mr. Anderson Sukir

Ms. Alison Liu

Mr. Anderson Sukir, is a business development manager and also a consultant 

in REACH24H Consulting Group. His background in the field of chemistry 

has made his understanding of the chemical regulation worldwide (China 

REACH, EU REACH, K-REACH, Taiwan TCSCA and GHS regulations from various 

countries) at a level similar to an expert. His professionalism in the field of 

business developing has made him the man responsible for the 2015 Asia 

Pacific Chemical Regulations Seminar in Kuala Lumpur.

Ms. Alison Liu is the Manager regulatory affairs department in REACH24H 

Consulting Group. Since her early days in the company, Ms. Liu has been 

dedicating and focusing her work in the field of global chemical regulations 

and diverse consultancy techniques to fulfill the needs of various industries 

that ranges from product manufacturer, trader, all the way to logistic 

companies. Her knowledge and experience is without doubt one of the 

reason REACH24H is capable to provide a second to none regulatory 

compliance services.



EVENT REGISTRATION AND FEE
Registration Fee will include

1) One attendance ticket to the seminar

2) 1 lunch break and 2 coffee breaks

3) Free consultation to our company’s chemical regulations expert

4) Newsletter and brochure subscription on regulatory news update post-seminar

CICM Members Early Bird 
(Closed on 1st of March): 

CICM Members Standard Fee 
(Closed on 23rd of March):

Non-members Early Bird 
(Closed on 1st of March):

Non-members Standard Fee 
(Closed on 23rd of March): 

550RM

700RM

700RM

850RM

EVENT VENUE
Time: 24th of March 2015| 8:00-17:00

Venue: Renaissance Kuala Lumpur Hotel

Address: Corner of Jalan Sultan Ismail 

and Jalan Ampang 50450 Kuala Lumpur 

Malaysia

Hotel Telephone: 603.2162.2233 



Registration Form

Please note: Early bird fee would close by 28th of Feb 2015

  Name (Mr./Ms.): 

  Job Title: 

  Company: 

  Company Address : 

 

  Company Size: □ 1-9              □ 10-49              □ 50-99              □ 100-499            □ 500+

  City/Country/Pro: Zip/Postal: 

  Tel: 

  Email:

  Invoice Address (if different): 

  Membership:                                   □ Member of Chemical Industry Council of Malaysia (CICM)

                                                             □ Non-Member of CICM

Price List
Member of CICM Non-Member

Early Bird (Payment before 28th of Feb 2015) 550 RM/ 155USD 700 RM/ 200USD

Standard (Payment between 1st of March – 23rd of March 2015) 700 RM/ 200USD 850 RM/ 240 USD

The payment of the seminars can be made by bank transfer:
  Bank Detail

  Bank Name Danske Bank

  Bank Address International House, 3 Harbour master Place, IFSC, Dublin 1, Ireland

  Sort/Routing Code 951783

  Account Name REACH24H Consulting Group

  Swift/BIC DABAIE2D

  Account Number 70003808

  IBAN IE43DABA95178350003794

*For any inquiries in regards to the seminar please e-mail to: anderson@cn.reach24h.com or tel: +86 571 8700 7584
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